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DECADES OF DECAY
Article by: Karly Anderson

 hotographer,  Ian  Dobrowolski’s photos evoke a 
           sense of childlike curiousity in the way that they 
portray  urban  exploration. Urban  Exploration  is a 
growing interest of photographers due to the collaps-
ing  economy  forcing   establishments  to   close   their 
doors for good.  The buildings left behind often leave a 
sense of mystery; of purpose.

 Dobrowolski’s  love  of  photography came from 
his  uncle Mark, who  taught  film  and photography at
Pittsburgh  Technical  College  in  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania and from his grandfather who photo-
graphed battlefields from a  plane in the second World 
War for the Polish army. Ian had a unique knack for 
color and light from an early age. Recognizing this tal-
ent, his uncle Mark gifted him his first camera, a 35 mm 
Nikon, at age 8. Despite being a talented hockey player 
and mind for acedemia, Ian chose to pursue photogra-
phy as a career. He attended the New  England School 
of Photography in Boston, Massachusetts.

 “It fascinates me to see these buildings decay. I 
often visit them multiple times to see how the environ-
ment takes over these manmade structures.” said 
Dobrowolski, “These are places that were made during 
a time when craftsmenship was appreciated.” Left to 
fend in the elements, Dobrowolski still revels in   
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appreciation for these structures by capturing 
them in a moment to share with future gener-
ations. “Buildings hold a sense of belonging for 
people. It saddens me to see beloved places fall 
into ruin,” said Dobrowolski.

 “Urban exploration isn’t for everyone,” 
said Dobrowolski, recounting his mishaps. The 
bunker seen in this article is one such example. 
The bunker was left hastily by its occupants as 
shown by the name tags haphazardly left by the 
time clock. Half of the signs were in Cyrillic, 
evidencing the Cold War along with switches 
labled ‘Firing system No. 1’. Dobrowolski narrow-
ly evaded going to federal prison for trespassing 
on private property.  “Yor have to choose your 
words carefully when a federal agent is holding a 
loaded AR- 15 pointed at your head,” He laughs.
One of Ian’s most dangerous adventures was at 
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the Intermountain Indian School in 
Northern Utah where he had to fight 
off squatters and fell through a hollow 
spot in the rotted floor. “I just gave the 
junkies a few cigarettes and they left us 
alone. I scraped myself up pretty bad-
ly and had to use prescription strength 
Neosporin for a month to fight off the 
diseases riddling that place,” he laughs 
off.

 Dobrowolski’s work preserves 
these places and keeps alive the care 
that the original occupants placed in 
it. It looks at little details to give ruins 
humanity and emotions. 
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Karly Anderson is a freelance graphic 
design artist and production editor
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